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there; and who will say that Moorish influence had
not some share in creating the great literature of Spain ?
Still clearer is it that the pre-Romanticism of the
eighteenth century, and the Romanticism of every
literature of Europe in the nineteenth were essentially
products of complex cosmopolitan., race-mingling
forces. On the other hand, Classicism is nurtured, or,
at least, let us say, not hampered, by inbreeding and by
the absence of extraneous fertilizing elements.
Let me turn now to another., again a stimulating
German work, that appeared some three years ago,
the study by Frits Strich on German Classicism and
Romanticism/ Strich is only concerned with the
German problem, but 1 think his ideas are capable of
wider application. Fie sees in the antithesis of Classic
and Romantic a deep-seated polarity of the human
spirit, which finds its expression in two aesthetic
ideals: the quest for perfection, unity, completion ;
and the striving after the ever-changing and never
attained realisation of the perfect symbol. The otic
type of mind aims at rounded-off achievement, the
other at infinite development towards a never realized
perfection. Thus Classicism is realistic and static;
Romanticism idealistic and progressive. The symbol
of Classic art is the musical phrase, complete in itself,
or the self-contained perfection of classical architec-
ture ; the symbol of Romantic art is the endless
melody, or the aspiring, never completed lines of the
Gothic cathedral. The Classic poet strives, in Goethe's
winged word, " dem Augenblick Dauer zu. vcrlcihen "9
to make the moment eternal'—" Verweile doch, du
bist so schon ! " The endeavour of Classicism is to
create a world for itself outside time. In the Classic
world there is no longing and no memory; only
a present—a present that strives to make itself eternal.
Classicism builds upon reason, expresses satisfaction,
optimism, joy. The Romantic poet, on the other
1 F. Strich, Dewtsebe Klassik tmd&oMcmtik, oder Volkndung und Umndin
ein V&rghi6h> Munich, 1922 ;  znd ccL 1924.

